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Chapter 1

Fashion foundations

Fashion is perhaps the proverbial Pandora’s box. In opening it up to scutiny,
its colours, fabrics and enchantments fly out along with all their magical,
seductive and even nerve jangling meanings that – try as one might – one can
never contain again. That is its fascination and indeed its difficulty – its lack of
parameters, lines or even limits. The study of fashion has similarly exploded in
recent decades – art histories, anthropologies, psychologies and exhibitions –

and all on an increasingly global scale. Yet quite what all this means, quite
where it might take us, is not clear, fuzzy, out of focus. So this text is pri-
marily a synthesis, an attempt to bring fashion into focus, though hardly
exhaustive. The vehicle and indeed lens for this is sociology. Interestingly
some of the first – and most powerful and influential – analyses of fashion
were sociological, particularly in the work of Veblen who more or less coined
the term “conspicuous consumption” and Simmel who perhaps inadvertently
set up a paper chase all of his own for the study of fashion (Simmel, 1904;
Veblen, 1934). In addition, almost all theories of fashion, past and present,
have as their central point awareness of dress, style and adornment as signifying
rather than functional phenomena, a point that in itself is perhaps primarily
sociological. Yet, despite the influence of feminist and postmodern analysis of
fashion, little as it were core theory has truly developed here since the early
nineteenth century. With the rise of celebrity, designer labels and global levels
of exploitation and production this is perhaps surprising and considered in
later chapters.

Part of the difficulty is that sociologists, like the population as a whole, tend
not to take fashion that seriously. Worse, fashion is also often the object of
ridicule and seen as frippery by so-called serious intellectuals and the politically
correct, morally suspect or even downright narcissistic by the conservative or
the religious, or deviant and just not “the done thing” for half the population,
namely men. The problem here is primarily a moral one – people object to
fashion on the basis of mores and value judgements around other people
“knowing their place” or “being responsible”. Some of this centres on money –

spending one’s disposable income on housing improvements and one’s family’s
future is often seen as more appropriate, more mature and more acceptable



than blowing it on yet another pair of hopelessly impractical shoes – and some
of it is centred on sex, as a concern with one’s appearance is frequently seen as
flaunting it or showing off and of course what is “shown off” is precisely
oneself and one’s sexuality. Not surprisingly, it is one of the primary inten-
tions of this text to take fashion seriously and to demonstrate its importance.
This similarly rests on its more sociological significance, for fashion is the
most profoundly social yet individual phenomenon, an act of will and yet
totally controlled, hyper capitalist and yet not explained by the industrial
revolution, consumerist yet reliant on archaic modes of production, violently
oppositional yet deeply conservative, a matter of standing out and fitting in.
And the fabric that underpins these jostling contradictions is identity – a
similarly contradictory phenomenon – for fashion is that most personal of
things, our second skin, and it is the thing that binds us to our society, how we
make sense of who we are and who everyone else is too. This is not only a
communicative or signifying function, rather a set of feelings as fundamental
as the senses which it also invokes – sight, sound, touch, smell even – and not
so many miles from our very survival: keeping us warm, protecting us
and telling us who is friend and who is foe, who is ruler and who is ruled, and
who we can mate with. Fashion may be like language, and there is some
parallel with nonverbal communication, but actually that comes later – if a
Martian dropped onto the planet Earth tomorrow we would primarily make
sense of him or her though how they looked and how they presented themselves
or, in short, their fashion.

Fashion meaning

One of the primary problems that besets us in studying fashion is being clear
about what it is and what it is not – style, design, clothing, adornment, change
and taste are all elements of it yet not the same. Importantly, then, in this
section, I wish to unpack some of these distinctions, though of course they
interconnect or overlap in practice and in the collective conscience of what
constitutes fashion.

In the first instance, we must separate fashion as the study of dress, adorn-
ment and clothing from the analysis of fashion as a wider phenomenon of
social change. Jewellery, hair styles, shoes and accessories all constitute part of
fashion alongside clothing, yet the second – if connected – factor is they also
change in their design, production and more significantly in relation to matters
of taste. The matter of taste – the sense in which the same item can be
de rigueur one year or even one day and abominable the next – affects far more
than clothing or any other form of self-presentation, a point made forcibly
by the famous sociologist Bourdieu in his study of the Parisian middle
classes (Bourdieu, 1984). Interior design, for example, is caught up in similar
oscillating processes along with various technologies – particularly the more
personal ones such as mobile phones and mini music players – and even cars,
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culinary tastes, music itself, the arts and architecture. A key factor here is the
role of design per se and the expansion of an increasingly media driven visual
and consumerist culture that turns almost anything into far more than its
function. More “postmodern” analyses have considered this development in
some detail arguing that symbolic meanings – or signifiers – have become
increasingly commodified, caught up within wider processes of consumer
capitalism, and indeed separated from the objects that they originally repre-
sented referring more to each other (Baudrillard, 1998). Thus a BMW becomes
understood more as an aspirational object choice rather than an actual car for
which it relies upon separating itself from its competitors so “Audi” does not
mean “BMW”. Branding is obviously key here and studied in more detail in
Chapter 8. Our point here is that fashion as a phenomenon involves far more
than fashion as dress.

Dress similarly means more than just dresses yet does not have the scope of
fashion. Its primary emphasis is upon clothing yet it may well include the total
look of a person or their complete outfit. Ceremonial or uniform dress for
example involves not only clothing but footwear, hair styles, accessories and
often symbolic object attachments such as swords or crowns. What is inter-
esting here also is the sense in which dress remains relatively static compared
with the high motion oscillations of fashion. In relation to our ceremonial
example many of these outfits have remained unchanged for centuries whilst
many uniforms are set up in some kind of implicit or explicit opposition to
fashion. Similarly, we understand the distinction of formal from informal or
casual dress with considerably more stability than we maintain the distinction
between what is in or out of fashion. This sense of opposition between fashion
and dress is significant, for what often motivates a mode of dress as opposed
to a fashion is precisely its symbolic importance as something that does not
change rather than something that does. Thus, interestingly, how we adorn
ourselves may not only signify flux but also stasis.

Adornment is a rather under-used term that tends to refer more to the
“how” rather than the “what” of fashion. More significantly, it also invokes
the centrality of the body. More anthropologically, bodies may be adorned
with symbolic objects such as neck rings or paintings, without involving much
in the way of clothing at all. In more western terms it also creates more focus
upon makeup, hair styling, accessorising and indeed the wearing of clothes
rather than the clothes themselves. The most fundamental point here is the
linking of personal display to status, communication and the choices – or
constraints – made by or placed upon the individual. Unlike fashion that can
become abstracted from the body that wears it or buys it, adornment constantly
connects matters of appearance back to the individual and the bodily.

It is perhaps this tension between seeing fashion as an individual phenom-
enon or as a more collective one that informs questions and understandings of
the most complex term of all, style. Style may simultaneously refer to the
“what” and the “way” of fashion – its design and how it is worn. This is at
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once collective, for what we understand as stylish is clearly culturally learned,
and individual, as some people are simply perceived as having more style than
others. Style, if taken away from its conflation with design, is for the most
part a judgement call. It is indeed the most moral aspect of fashion. As any
cursory glance at any glossy magazine will tell you there is a relentless attempt
to divide “good” from “bad” style, fashion statements from fashion faux pas,
what is to be aspired to from what is to be abhorred. When the abhorred is on
the backs of celebrities and the famous, those people become the subject of
mockery, scandal or somehow morally suspect. The connection with taste here
is fundamental along with the role of choice. Step out on the red carpet in the
wrong dress and the consequences are to say the least negative. That negativity
centres on seeing the individual as making the wrong decision – “what
possessed her to wear that”, “how could she”, “I wouldn’t be seen dead in it”.
The assumption of voluntarism is essential here and also underpins its oppo-
site, the valorising of those who are seen to “have” style. Having style is
somehow seen as an innate quality when clearly it is more strongly related to
making the “correct” decisions, knowing what suits one’s figure, what colours
coordinate and so on – a form of cultural capital although an extremely
idiosyncratic and personal one. The rise of style experts, makeover shows,
personal shopping services etc. almost ad infinitum highlight the degree of
individual – and cultural – anxiety that is often invoked here given the con-
sequences of “getting it wrong”. When Sinatra sang about style in the 1960s,
asserting people either had – or had not – “got it”, he could have had little
clue quite what he was starting.

Fashion method

As already stated, fashion is a multifaceted phenomenon studied in a multitude
of ways. The variation in the ways fashion is studied also reflects the diversity
of meanings used and invoked. A casual glance at a bookstore’s or library’s
shelves on fashion also reveals a variety of differing perspectives. Nevertheless,
there is some sense in which these can be focused into roughly five sorts. First,
and foremost, there are costume histories. These are, as it were, the mainstay
of the study of fashion, reflecting the fact that, for the most part, fashion is
catalogued under the auspices of art and design rather than social sciences.
Costume histories attempt to document, often in considerable detail, who
wore what when. At their simplest, they quite literally list in chronological
order the details of dress and adornment according to different time scales and
sometimes places. Interestingly, the element of place is often the one that is
given most cursory attention. Part of this is a reflection of the globalisation of
fashion that happened through processes of mercantile trade as much as any
more contemporary emphasis upon technology. Thus, the styles of Elizabethan
England were influenced by those in Spain and so on. Nevertheless, the
relative neglect of non-European cultures has tended to remain evident until
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more recently. A second and key limitation of many costume histories is their
emphasis upon more aristocratic, middle class or higher status dress. Working
or lower class dress in many ways may not be seen to exist or simply to
operate outside of fashion until the nineteenth century. This is primarily a
reflection of a wider issue of methodology. Costume histories rely mostly on
artworks, letters, journals, photographic plates and sometimes literature itself
for their documentation. Those sources in themselves tend to focus more on
higher status groups so there are generally more paintings of kings and queens,
a greater number of letters exchanged amongst the middle classes given the
slow development of literacy, and more photographs of affluent groups until
more recently. As an overall rule, the further one steps away from European
aristocratic and middle class circles and the farther one extends into the depths
of time, the more spurious and specious the sources of information become.
A more fundamental and indeed sociological point here is that no amount of
documentation can account for the meanings of fashion. Given the enormities
of on-going archival efforts into the study of fashion we may well know with
some, if not total, accuracy who wore what where and when, yet we have far
less understanding of what itmeant. Other than in letters, diaries and other forms
of journal keeping that were again more limited to wealthier or higher status
groups we have little record of how particular forms of dress were necessarily
understood or regarded. More recent costume histories, such as Riello and
McNeil’s collection on shoes, grapple with this question as does the work of
Chris Breward or a variety of more contemporary and classical scholars, yet
the sense of tension remains (Breward, 1999; Riello and McNeil, 2006). Doc-
umenting who wore what and when is one thing, trying to work out what it
means is another.

A second approach underpins the study of fashion within colleges and uni-
versities leading to qualifications in art, design, merchandising and so on.
These as it were “fashion manuals” focus on the how-to of fashion – whether
that may relate to cutting and sewing or wider processes of merchandising and
selling. Whilst this necessarily invokes more archival work and questioning the
very foundations of fashion it is again less concerned with its meanings than
with its mechanisms. Underpinning this is the tension outlined at the start of
this chapter that centres on seeing fashion as dress, or quite literally clothing
or accessories and how they are made and worn, with fashion as a phenom-
enon of social change that is centred more on an analysis of meanings, tastes
and styles. The two clearly connect yet tend to pull in opposite
directions when it comes to investing in their study. Consequently, fashion
practitioners – designers, retailers and so on – tend to roll their eyes when
confronted with wider theorising and academia whilst costume historians
complain that social scientists do not spend enough time detailing what they
are supposedly studying, i.e. the clothes. Conversely, the problem for any
social scientist, and that includes sociologists, in encountering fashion is the
interminable descriptiveness of much of its study and the lack of attention to
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the question of its analysis and its meanings or, to put it more bluntly, the
“so what?” of fashion.

This problem also underpins the third perspective that focuses on case
studies of particular designers. These often lavish books effectively celebrate
the work of a particular designer, detailing and documenting what she, or
more often he, did, yet say little of why any of it should matter. More parti-
cularly, this was a problem which beset me on attempting to study the rise of
designer label culture in the last chapter – there simply weren’t any analyses
of designer brands at all that weren’t an almost slavish adoration of this that
or the other designer as celebrity. Rather like former UK prime minister
Margaret Thatcher’s infamous assertion that there was no such thing as
society, only individuals, it seemed there was no such thing as a designer label
culture, just designers and their adorers. The exceptions – various blistering
polemics against “branding”, most famously including Naomi Klein’s
No Logo – still left a wider analysis of what was happening wide open
(Klein, 2000).

A fourth and most contemporary standpoint considers fashion and style
more widely yet rather uncritically. These studies focus on seeing dress as a
matter of self-presentation, providing “guides to style” and “getting it right”
often alongside wider commercial initiatives and companies offering image
consultancies. The most famous example here is the work of J. T. Molloy
whose Dress for Success manuals, one for men and one for women, were
runaway bestsellers in the US in the 1970s (Molloy, 1988; 1996). These works
were essentially style guides for the corporate world giving advice on the cor-
rect suits, shoes and overall looks to present to get ahead at work. More par-
ticularly, Molloy is sometimes credited as coining the term “power dressing”
and as having a significant impact on the equivalent “power look” of the
1980s. That look centred heavily on the suit for men and women, the now
infamous involvement of shoulder pads, and an often confused cocktail of
overt sexualisation, most notoriously in advocating the wearing of heels
for women, and conservatism, in avoiding overly loud colours or flashy ties for
men. Work dress is considered in more detail in Chapter 6.

Certain points are however worthy of note more immediately here. First,
although many style consultants will deny it, the emphasis is primarily upon
the corporate and commercial world of the office. Though applicable in prin-
ciple, schools, hospitals and trips to the pub are less what this perspective is
about in practice. Second, there is also an implicit though strong North
American emphasis. This is hardly surprising given North American culture’s
often anxious concerns with fitting in, dressing the part and personal success.
At the risk of invoking further stereotypes, legacies of Parisian snobbery
and Italian style are not irrelevant, yet the emphasis here is more upon con-
servatism and commerce that have a stronger connection with the United
States. A third – more critical – factor here is that these guides form an
example par excellence of the role of cultural intermediaries, a term coined by
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Bourdieu to describe “experts” in the world of style and taste including edi-
tors, advertisers and a whole host of increasingly image obsessed industries
(Bourdieu, 1984). Their key and defining feature is that they act as arbiters of
taste and they tell you what to do. Of course this is a phenomenon that has
expanded almost exponentially in recent decades to include a wider and wider
variety of arenas and forms. These include personal shopping services, now
offered by many mid- as well as upmarket stores, and a plethora of television
programmes and makeover shows that tell their participants and their audi-
ence how to “get the look”. There are a variety of factors at work here
including the rise of so-called “reality” television, cultures of celebrity and –

arguably – disgust given the strong emphasis upon shock, awe and horror at
how “awful” people look to start with, and the rather insidious use of a
certain kind of pop psychology to justify the process. Susan Bordo’s work on
the body has been influential here (Bordo, 1993, 1999).

Thus “Trinny and Susannah” as a pair of upper class “experts” ran a highly
successful series of shows entitled What Not To Wear in the UK where they
generally took lower class women, turned them into objects of the gaze – quite
literally in a three way mirror with a camera – raided their closets and their
lives, and then transformed them into “new women”, full of confidence and
esteem with the aid of a makeover. The formula was then developed more
commercially in the show Undress The Nation shown on ITV, the launch of
various clothing lines in association with the Littlewoods mail order group,
and taking the concept on a worldwide tour to Australia and the United
States. Consequently what this plays upon repeatedly is the connection of
personality with appearance – look good, feel good – and the sense in which
dress expresses oneself. This theme and psychological perspectives on fashion
are considered in detail in Chapter 2.

All of these four perspectives effectively define themselves and are defined by
the final viewpoint that is most accurately entitled social scientific. To call it
academic would rather discredit the scholarship and work often involved in
many of the other viewpoints. However, social scientific work on fashion is
markedly different due to its primary emphasis upon theory. Whether anthro-
pology, sociology, psychology or history – and regardless of their often
extensive use of empiricism – these studies are motivated to understand the
wider mechanisms and meanings of fashion as a phenomenon. Thus, much to
the annoyance of many art historians or practitioners alike, the emphasis shifts
away from clothing and accessories themselves and more towards cultures,
styles and practices. In essence we return to the distinction outlined at the start
of this chapter that separates fashion as dress from fashion as a mechanism of
social change. Social scientific investigation into fashion, as we shall see in
Chapter 2, has a long pedigree extending well back into the nineteenth century
in the work of Carlyle and Spencer, developing rapidly in the early twentieth
century in the ideas of Veblen and Simmel, and further again with the theories
of Laver, Flügel and Barthes (see Chapter 2). It has also taken on something of
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a renaissance more recently with the significant expansion of Berg’s list of
fashion titles and the launch of the journal Fashion Theory with the same
publisher. Whether studying some obscure tribal ritual, trying to establish an
overriding law of dress, or analysing the signifying processes of magazines, all
of these studies attempt in some way to analyse fashion as a social phenom-
enon that represents wider issues of change, economics or the relationship of
the individual to society. Whilst they may well overlap with and indeed utilise
costume histories, they are not merely attempts to document who wore what
where and when; rather they are more studies of how and why. As outlined at
the outset of this chapter, this text is primarily sociological and therefore falls
mostly – if not exclusively – into this fifth category.

Fashion mode et mots

The mode of analysis here, as already indicated, is primarily sociological and
this forms the main means through which differing subjects are studied. It also
informs, it should be said, the content and scope of the work which covers the
social aspects of fashion rather than the science of cloths and dyes, a guide to
cutting and sewing, a consideration of buying and merchandising, or an in-depth
costume history. Consequently, following this introductory chapter, Chapter 2
provides coverage and critique of most, if not necessarily all, of what one
might call the classical – or historically most influential – sociological,
psychological and economic theories of fashion. Chapter 3 focuses extensively
on the neglect of men’s dress and the shifting meanings of masculinity in
relation to fashion and, more particularly, pays significant attention to the
suit. In conjunction with this, Chapter 4 focuses on the more contemporary
construction of fashion around the feminine and the importance of female
sexuality and fetishism within this. Having considered gender and sexuality,
Chapter 5 looks at age in relation to fashion and more specifically focuses on
children’s clothing. This chapter also draws on a recent empirical study into
the fashion industry and retail sector in relation to rising concerns with the so-
called “sexualisation” or “adultification” of children’s fashion. Comparisons
are also made with fashion for the elderly. The role of identity in relation to
fashion is considered extensively in Chapter 6 which looks at identity politics
and dress, particularly in relation to the rise of new social movements such as
feminism and civil rights as well as the established analysis of subcultural
style. This incorporates a focus on gay male dress and, interestingly, a con-
cluding section on the role of dress at work. This consideration of the politics
of consumption is then juxtaposed with a consideration of the politics of
fashion production in Chapter 7. Rather than forming an exposé, this chapter
explores the peculiarities and idiosyncrasies of the history of the fashion
industry in attempting to explain its more exploitative practices. This more
political dimension also informs the most contemporary and last chapter,
Chapter 8, which focuses on the rise of designer label and celebrity culture in
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relation to western fashion in particular. There is also some connection here
with Chapter 4 given the tendency of celebrity culture to construct particular
notions of femininity. As a final case study, the similarities and differences in
the cultural significance of David and Victoria Beckham are considered along-
side the formation of a new form of subjectivity in relation to fashion. The
Conclusion also extends this argument on subjectivity more widely.

The following section outlines some commonly used words and terms – or
mots – in relation to the study of fashion, particularly more sociologically, and
as they are used in the rest of this work:

Aestheticisation Refers to the increasing emphasis upon the visual. This relates
not only to the expansion of the mass media but also to the role of design
and to the importance of how things look rather than what they do. Apple
devices such as iPods and iPhones are examples of this process of attaching
increasing importance to how things appear and their design.

Commodification Refers to the process of making everyday objects or practices
part of a process of “buy and sell”. Thus spiritual beliefs may be “commodified”
by the marketing and selling of health clubs or retreats and spas.

Constructionism (also called constructivism and social constructionism) This
term relates to the idea that identities, practices and preferences – or even
ideas – are socially shaped and vary from time to time and place to place
rather than having some fixed origin or meaning. Thus, homosexuality for
example is seen as a modern western identity rather than as a transcultural
or biological form of being and contemporary gay culture is radically different
from Greco-Roman same sex practices.

Cultural capital A term formulated and developed by Pierre Bourdieu. It refers
to the various ways in which those from middle or upper classes, or more
affluent groups, may have resources or “capital” that are not purely monetary
such as know-how, etiquette and skills that they may use to maintain their
position whether in matters of appearance, presentation, dining, interacting
with others, or networking.

Cultural intermediaries A linked term again used in the work of Bourdieu to
refer to advertisers, editors, advisors and an array of “experts” who guide and
dictate to others in matters of style and taste. They also form a new petite
bourgeoisie and develop their own class and status position as a result.

Discourse A term widely associated with the work of Michel Foucault. Whilst
it may be used more specifically it is used here to indicate a preferred
meaning or interpretation of events. Thus an emphasis upon slimness is
often part of a discourse of health that says being slimmer is “better” which
is partially, but not wholly, substantiated by evidence. Discourse also often
relates to power relationships – thus here the power of the medical profession
and the media to define “health” and “sickness”.

Essentialism The opposite of constructionism and implies there is some kind of
fixed essence or meaning to ideas or things whether that is biological
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(“women’s hormones”) or some form of drive (“a maternal instinct”) or
even genetic (“a gay gene”).

Ethnicity A more social and cultural term that relates to shared practices such
as religion or language or nationality. Again the tendency is to blur this into
matters of “race” and fixed categories.

Functionalism A term and branch of sociological theory derived and developed
in the work of Emile Durkheim and later Talcott Parsons. Broadly speak-
ing, it states that society is made up of interdependent parts that “function
together” to create a whole. This not only relates to the individual and their
relationship to society, but rather to institutions such as the family and
education. More controversially, crime and deviance are seen to “function”
as moral guidance for the rest of society. The perspective is critiqued not
only for its lack of attention to conflict (which is why it is also sometimes
called the consensus approach), but rather for its tendency to explain causes
through effects, i.e. things are as they are because (the cause) they have a
certain outcome or function (the effect). It is also a problem that besets
some studies of fashion (see Chapter 2).

Gender Masculinity and femininity and those attributes associated with them.
The emphasis is upon constructionism and seeing such attributes as learned
rather than innate. Thus women may be masculine and men may have
feminine attributes or characteristics.

Race The classification of the human population into distinct groups or
“races” on the basis of certain biological or physical differences such as skin
colour, face or body shape. There has been an increasing emphasis upon the
construction of these differences given the enormity of variations that exist
within and across so-called “races” such as “black” or “Asian”.

Sex When not referring to sexual activity, this term refers to the biological
difference between male and female.

Sexuality Relates to sexual identity, sexual desire and sexual preference
including sexual orientation. Again this is not seen as determined by
sex though often relates to gender in defining gay men as effeminate for
example.
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Chapter 2

The classical tradition
Early perspectives on fashion

Fashion is often seen as a slightly silly and certainly superficial interest
or practice that people tend to associate with youth and dizzy individuals,
rather than art, design or society, and consequently tend to dismiss as of only
minor importance. The slippery relationship of the high-flown world of spe-
cialist haute couture to the more mundane and widespread use of the high
street in particular has also created more coals for the funeral fires of fashion.
These factors in turn start to have consequences for the politics of fashion
which I consider in Chapter 6, where I also analyse more contemporary and
often more politically motivated perspectives on the development of fashion,
such as those derived from subcultural studies. It is my intention here, there-
fore, to consider those perspectives which either preceded or laid their roots
prior to these later developments.

In the first instance, though, it is worth explaining and unpacking the
foundations of the study of fashion that were first developed a hundred years
or so ago and are still in place today. The study of fashion, like fashion itself,
has its foundations in art and design, or at least in the history of art and
design. Indeed, the study of fashion today is still primarily located in the con-
fines of arts departments rather than the social sciences. It is this factor which
accounts for much of the apparent and immediate distortion in the study of
fashion, or the modern, western and haute couture focus that simultaneously
locates and yet often omits consideration of the social context of dress. More
importantly, as mentioned in Chapter 1, the earliest analyses of fashion were
essentially costume histories, graphic accounts of dress through the centuries
that were often painstakingly researched and skilfully compiled, yet which
often opened up a complete omission, in fact a void, of theory. These texts,
which are still in production today and used frequently as source books for
courses in art and design, act as excellent reference texts, yet are at their
weakest, with some exceptions, in explaining how and why fashion has come
to claim its contemporary importance, its politics, or simply its fascination
(Chenoune, 1993; Gibbings, 1990; Martin and Koda, 1989). This situation
started to change in the 1970s and 1980s with the advent of cultural studies,
the rise of more sociological and anthropological analyses of fashion and



second wave feminism. However, it is worthwhile considering their early
forerunners in the study of fashion for, as we shall see, these still form
many of the mainstays of the contemporary analyses of fashion: in short, they
constitute a classical tradition.

From here to modernity: perspectives on
the development of fashion

Over the past hundred years, several perspectives have developed to explain
the apparently increasing importance of fashion in western society. These
perspectives are grouped relatively easily according to the emphasis they
place upon economics, psychology or symbolic interactionism. It is impor-
tant to point out that there are far more numerous variations on a theme
here, yet the emphasis upon one of these elements still tends to remain.
In addition, at the end of this section, I include a wider discussion of more
contemporary developments and postmodernity in relation to the study
of fashion.

Certain points are interesting to note prior to developing a discussion of
these perspectives individually. First, all of these perspectives tend to see fash-
ion as a predominantly western phenomenon of developed societies. With
the exception of some more anthropological analyses and the evolutionary
emphasis of some other studies, they also tend to exclude consideration of
eastern dress or fashion design and use in the developing world. This is an
increasingly serious neglect as western designers regularly plunder the rest of
the world for ideas whilst the rise of globalised production methods exploits
textiles and skills developed and practised there already, raising further, more
political, issues covered in Chapter 7.

Second, all of these perspectives see fashion as a primarily modern
phenomenon that is tied up with the development of industrial or consumer
capitalism and mercantile trade. This is a point open to dispute due to the
prevalence of complex designs in dress prior to capitalist development and the
universality of styling in dress according to social values, tastes and systems
across time and space.

Third, they also tend to place a heavy emphasis, whether explicit or
implicit, upon fashion as haute couture or more middle class fashion. The
clear difficulty here is the sense of distance from wider society, and indeed
the high street, that this often invokes, creating a notion of fashion as “up
there”, “out there” and “somewhere” more or less separate from reality and
society. Perhaps most fundamentally of all there is an almost constant skew
towards the consideration of women’s fashion over men’s. Men’s dress
repeatedly ends up as a chapter, a point of comparison or a footnote and
rarely studied in its own right. Given the fact that approximately half of the
human population is male this is problematic and a point I explore more fully
in Chapter 3.
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The economic perspective (fashion as consumption)

Within capitalism, therefore, it becomes possible for both fashion and clothing to
be used to construct, signal and reproduce the desire for social mobility between
classes as well as class identity itself.

(Barnard, 1996: 105)

The economic perspective on the development of fashion states most
fundamentally that it is the advancement of western capitalism, particularly
consumer capitalism, which motors the creation, perpetuation and expansion of
the fashion industry. Fashion is indeed seen centrally as an industry reliant on
mass production to succeed and, in addition, a primary indicator of the
development of surplus production or excess in western advanced society.

It is interesting to note that orthodox Marxism, perhaps the most pervasive
of all economic perspectives, has had little to say on consumption, let alone
fashion. The Frankfurt School, in the work of Theodor Adorno and
Max Horkheimer particularly, has provided one of the most damning indict-
ments of the entire “culture industry”, seen as the new opiate of the masses,
as “it perpetually cheats its consumers of what it perpetually promises” in
inducing “obedience to the social hierarchy” (Adorno and Horkheimer,
1973: 38). Critics of the concept of this perspective assert that the “culture
industry” is often an undifferentiated and ill-defined concept that renders the
individual a mere automaton, if not victim, of society (Du Gay, 1997). Fashion
per se is not considered directly here, yet the clear implication of such a per-
spective would be to see fashion as an industry not dissimilar to any other that
is motivated by the desire to make profit and stimulate demand. The funda-
mental distinction within Marxism between use value – or the functional
purpose of any commodity – from its exchange value – or monetary worth
in a system of trade – is of primary importance here. Thus fashion’s only
use value is as clothes, and fashion per se is, or even epitomises, exchange
value. Given the fashion industry’s notorious reputation for exploitation this
remains an important and sensitive point, yet it is fashion’s more symbolic
significance that causes Marxist perspectives headaches. Dress and adornment
act universally as indicators of status, rank and as wider communicators
of identity in society, including societies that are not capitalist, and these
meanings are not straightforwardly reduced to a mere profit motive. However,
Marxist theory is equally not so easily discarded and the economic perspective
on fashion is in many ways a reworking of Marxist ideas of consumption as
we shall see.

Arguably the earliest attempt to at least begin to theorise this more social
significance of dress comes in the work of Thomas Carlyle, the famous
Victorian essayist and critic. His work Sartor Resartus roughly translated as
“the tailor re-tailored” forms the foundation for his analysis of dress (Carlyle,
1869). As Michael Carter argues:
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The book steadfastly refuses a simple and open proclamation of its
message, preferring instead to adopt a number of oblique approaches such
as satire, caricature and irony.

(Carter, 2003: 2)

The reason for this is the work’s own cross-pollination of genres – neither
truly fiction nor fact and neither really satire nor serious, it tells the story of an
unnamed editor who attempts to understand, compile and present the work
of the famous philosopher of clothes, Teufelsdröckh, who is in fact entirely
fictional. As is clear, the immediate difficulty is that neither Teufelsdröckh nor
the editor are necessarily expressing the perspective of Carlyle himself whose
opinions one ends up trying to deduce from the various differences in view-
point. The importance of Sartor Resartus thus rests almost entirely upon an
interpretation of the text in question. Its significance is perhaps summarised in
two points: first, it remains the first serious attempt to theorise clothing and
dress, however one interprets Carlyle’s meaning or intention; and second, it
repeatedly alludes to and perhaps even demonstrates the social significance of
clothing:

The first purpose of Clothes, as our Professor imagines, was not warmth
or decency, but ornament.

(Carlyle, 1869: 30)

It is this second factor which perhaps accounts for Keenan’s overly grandiose
claim that Sartor Resartus provides the foundation for nearly all studies of
dress since, and that somehow “we are all ‘Carlyleans’ now” (Keenan 2001: 14).
I would assert that it is also Carlyle’s implicit setting up of the fundamentals
of much functionalist analysis of fashion, whether intended or not, that gives it
its importance. I will return to this theme of functionalism and fashion in the
final section of this chapter. In particular, perhaps unwittingly, Carlyle also
sets up the rather unholy trinity of seeing dress as first a matter of modesty,
second as performing the function of protection and thirdly as a form of dis-
play and decoration. This triangulated view of fashion, as we shall see shortly,
drives nearly every early analysis of dress from the work of Veblen and Simmel
through most obviously to the work of Flügel and Laver. However, given the
difficulties of interpreting Carlyle’s perspective, it is difficult to see how
the work progresses much beyond stating the obvious, namely that fashion
performs a social and symbolic function. The one exception to this, his chapter
critiquing upper class dandyism and working class drudgism also remains
more important as part of his lifetime critique of spiritual decline under
capitalism than a true analysis of fashion. Keenan’s 40 plus page near sermon
like declaration of Carlyle’s significance does surprisingly little to articulate or
explicate his ideas other than to state, over and over again, that Carlyle is the
“true founder of dress studies” (Keenan, 2001: 28). As Carter in his more
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considered analysis of Sartor Resartus notes, Carlyle actually has little to say
concerning fashion (Carter, 2003).

The analysis of the social, and indeed economic, significance of fashion
perhaps more accurately starts with the work of Thorstein Veblen. Veblen has
often been heralded, perhaps somewhat notoriously, as a pioneer of the
sociological study of fashion and consumption. His primary work in relation
to consumerism, The Theory of the Leisure Class, was partly a critique of late
nineteenth century North American middle class society and partly a develop-
ment of economic history (Veblen, 1934). It is worth noting that Veblen was
never truly allied to any tradition of social science or social theory and was, in
essence, a fairly prolific social critic. His comments on the middle classes have
nonetheless since come under very serious scrutiny not least of all due to his
development of the term conspicuous consumption which has, of course, long
since passed into common parlance.

The perspective he developed put simply states that as society increases in
affluence, through the advance of such factors as technology and mass pro-
duction, there develops a middle or leisure class defined and maintained
according to its consumerist as opposed to, or as well as, its productive prac-
tices. Interestingly, it is the concept of leisure, and its connections to con-
sumption practices, which is at the crux of his analysis. As western society
increases its wealth due to capitalist expansion and mass production, he
asserts, so leisure itself comes to form a signifier of pecuniary status. What
also comes under scrutiny here, and is also sometimes the cause of some
confusion, is the strong association of consumption with wastefulness
and idleness which clearly has a somewhat pejorative slant to it that is
equally easily overestimated. At the same time, his analysis does also quite
strongly invoke the sense in which consumption practices are, on occas-
ions, strongly linked to questions of extravagance or perceived as having high
status for no reason other than they are a waste of time and/or money. The
enormous cost of haute couture is perhaps a prime example.

More importantly, at the centre of his analysis of the values of consumption
are leisure or middle-class women who, in their roles as wives, are seen to
perform primarily a status maintaining function. Interestingly, Veblen is sen-
sitive to the sense in which women are themselves owned and commodified
through their own consumption practices, which they are seen to perform in
maintenance of the status of their male counterparts. At the same time, how-
ever, he is scathing of their activities in themselves. Moreover, his association
of what he calls “new woman”, broadly equated with first wave feminism,
with some kind of earlier “barbaric” culture is, to say the least, a little unfor-
tunate. However, given his ambivalence, this does not entirely add up to the
sexism that Elizabeth Wilson accuses him of in her own work on fashion
(Wilson, 1985).

The focus of his work is primarily upon North American society at the turn
of the twentieth century and, as a consequence of their desire for status
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through consumption practices, “it is especially the rule of the conspicuous
waste of goods that finds expression in dress” (Veblen, 1934: 167). In other
words, dress, and especially haute couture or fashion, is seen as the epitome of
superficiality and unnecessary luxury, of primary significance to the new
middle classes of North America.

There is a certain common sense truth in this which may account for the
popularity of the work. We quite clearly do not dress according to function
or need alone and, in fact, the consumption of clothes increasingly serves no
other purpose than to fulfil or express psychological or social, rather than
practical, needs. The difficulty is that whilst it is true that we have widely
exceeded the practical utility of dress alone, utility still remains and motivates
many of the less fashion-conscious groups and individuals that make up
society, let alone those who cannot afford to dress for fashion. This raises two
further points: first, that Veblen’s analysis is overly dependent upon attention
to a single class or group; and second, that individual variation is undermined
in what is an essentially structural perspective.

A second, and interlinked, element to the perspective is the notion that
dress acts as a particularly visual display of an individual or group’s status. He
asserts: “expenditure on dress has this advantage over other methods that our
apparel is always in evidence and affords an indication of our pecuniary
standing to all observers at first glance” (Veblen, 1934: 167). As pointed out in
the previous chapter, there is some evidence to support the notion that dress
acts as a code or performs a signifying function, particularly prior to the
twentieth century and in many non-western societies. The difficulty is that as
society and dress increase in their complexity of components and populations,
the interpretation of dress is ever more uncertain and, in particular,
is increasingly contextually dependent. A suit at the opera is an appropriate
example of middle-class consumption or attire; a suit on the sports field often
simply looks silly or misplaced.

A more complex aspect of Veblen’s analysis is the idea that, with the
advance of industrial capitalism, men’s dress develops along increasingly
utilitarian lines so much so that women’s dress alone represents conspicuous
consumption whilst men’s dress is indicative of the production that affords the
consumption. Or, to put it more simply, men use their wives rather than
themselves for the conspicuous display of their affluence. Evidence of this
hypothesis centres on the intentionally impractical design of middle-class
women’s clothing in hampering movement and making many tasks difficult,
particularly servile ones. The irony of this is that many servant costumes
tended to mimic their middle-class counterparts in design and were therefore
not particularly practical, with their trailing skirts and confining corsets con-
ceding only coarseness of cloth and lack of decoration due to cost as much as
practicality. As pointed out in Chapter 3, it is also a mistake to see men’s
dress, even at the height of the Victorian era, as merely a utilitarian uniform,
as variations in men’s dress and its associated meanings were more complex.
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However, what is also at stake here is the adequacy of Veblen’s theorising
itself often amounting to little more than a simple form of structural func-
tionalism. The analysis does start with some stronger foundations in a fairly
unilinear form of economic history, yet, following an interesting analysis of
fashion and some insights into pecuniary questions of taste, drifts off into a
scattered collection of articles on various throwbacks to “barbarism” in
modern life from gambling and feminism to, more convincingly, the predatory
nature of commerce. As a consequence, any strong sense of direction or
conclusion is sadly lacking. Most significantly, it is focused exclusively on the
US, whose cultural history of consumption is unique in its early expansion and
development on a mass scale, and of course on a single class.

The German philosopher Georg Simmel is most famous for his work in
developing a more phenomenological approach to the social world and sociol-
ogy in the early twentieth century. Put simply, this means that for Simmel the
world, and our understanding of it, is as subjective as it is objective and
that human psychology drives more social developments and vice versa. Thus
Simmel’s theorising of fashion is essentially an analysis of social and psycho-
logical struggle between the two opposing forces of individuation and
sociality, or put crudely, the desire to fit in and the desire to stand out
(Simmel, 1904). At the centre of this are the two key concepts of the processes
of “imitation” and “differentiation” where imitation acts as a form of social
adaptation or conforming, whilst differentiation acts as a form of individual
separation or distinction. This tension is then mapped onto the question of
social class as the lower or working classes are seen as trying to imitate the
higher or middle classes who in turn try to differentiate themselves from
the lower or working classes, setting up an endless paper chase. Sometimes
also known as the “trickle-down” theory, it also starts to set up the parameters
for much succeeding discussion of style and fashion.

At the centre of criticisms of this perspective is the very clear point that
styles may equally trickle up as well as down and that lower or working class
groups may in particular seek to react against rather than dumbly follow
dominant patterns, primarily via more subcultural styles and consumpt-
ion practices. One parallel in particular is the work of Pierre Bourdieu in
Distinction (Bourdieu, 1984). The other, and I think more major, criticism to
be made here is that Simmel’s analysis is fundamentally essentialist, implying
that fashion is reducible to “deeper human motives” – a point reinforced
through his analysis of primitive cultures where fashion is less prevalent as the
“socializing impulse is much more powerfully developed than the differentiat-
ing impulse” – and gender, where women are seen to be more involved in
fashion due simply to their greater desire for individuation in the face of
oppression. Third, there is a constant sense in which Simmel reifies fashion
into a system semi-autonomous, or at least separate, from the rest of society
and operating according to a set of internal logics of its own. Given the sense
in which fashion is clearly strongly related to developments in the economy
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such as rising affluence and discretionary income, particularly in advanced
western capitalist societies, wider social processes of individualism across the
world, as well as shifts in technology in facilitating both its production and
consumption en masse, this is arguably rather short-sighted. It is also under-
standable given the time and context in which it was written. Much of our
contemporary understanding of fashion did not arise until the twentieth
century and there remains a sense in which fashion is a fundamentally modern,
or even contemporary, phenomenon.

An interesting example of the more contemporary applications of Simmel’s
ideas on fashion is also given in Grant McCracken’s Culture and Consumption
(McCracken, 1988). McCracken criticises the simplicity of Simmel’s analysis
and, in particular, asserts that the processes of imitation and differentiation
apply to more groups across more factors of stratification including gender.
In considering the style cultures of the 1980s, he sees women’s executive dress,
as exemplified in the heavily shoulder-padded suit, as imitating that of men’s
more traditional work attire; whilst men’s own increasingly “heroic look” of
double-breasted power suits, braces and pinstripes is perceived to form an
attempt at differentiation. The conservative if not reactionary sexual politics of
such an analysis are clear and this is a point I contest in Chapter 6. However,
Simmel’s analysis has still seemingly influenced many later studies of the
interaction of subcultures and dominant culture (see, for example, Hebdige,
1979; McRobbie, 1989; Polhemus, 1994). Moreover, Simmel’s attention to the
more conspicuously style-driven aspects of consumption also, somewhat
indirectly, informs one of the most famous early studies of consumer society.
In addition, he argues:

This understanding allows us to predict not only that men will seek a new
style of clothing but also that they will seek a style in which power and
authority are re-established. As a superordinate group, men will seek to
accomplish an act of differentiation that will do more than recreate an
exclusive male clothing style. They will also seek to recreate an exclusive
look of authority.

(McCracken, 1988: 48)

This taps into some of the second-wave feminist points arising around the
theme of the New Man considered in more detail in Chapter 3, though it also
opens up a further question concerning class.

Whilst, in a sense, aspirational dressing for success is a key motivation in
many working-class groups’ consumption of fashion, this hardly explains
either the equally striking countercultural impulses in fashion consumption or
the trickle up of many street styles into haute couture (McCracken, 1988). The
“trickle-up” theory, in particular, has developed some credence recently as the
likes of Zandra Rhodes and Vivienne Westwood have put punk on the catwalk,
whilst Katharine Hamnett made ripped jeans a designer accessory, and Paul
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Smith is constantly reinventing the mod look. However, it is worth noting
the heavy UK emphases here derived from strong traditions in street style
(Polhemus, 1994). Wilson also highlights the technological determinism often
implicit in such analyses, as the invention of the Singer sewing machine in
1851, for example, is often seen to herald a design revolution and mass pro-
duction which, in fact, did not really happen for at least another 50 years, and
design itself is perhaps semi-autonomous of technological invention, at least in
terms of the intricacies of colour and detail (Wilson, 1985).

Perhaps the most sophisticated, and certainly the most influential, analysis
of class and fashion is provided by the French social theorist Pierre Bourdieu.
In his study of Distinction: a Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste (1984).
Bourdieu’s detailed observation of the habits and lifestyles of the French,
paying particular attention to factors such as dress, haircuts and dining
out, provides an excellent example of the more social importance of fashion
in forming and maintaining personal or group status or identity as “taste
classifies, and it classifies the classifier” (Bourdieu, 1984: 6). The difficulty is
that this often leads to a reinvention of models of class and stratification
rather than a more radical analysis of the complexities of culture, gender and
identity. Interestingly, his conceptualization of the paper-chase of social posi-
tion echoes Simmel’s earlier analysis of imitation and differentiation cited
previously, although he stresses differently the importance of what he calls
“cultural intermediaries” in sustaining the process. Cultural intermediaries are
often self-appointed arbiters of taste – editors, advertisers and similar media
workers who make and promote their own judgements concerning what is
“good” or “bad”, “in” or “out”, in terms of taste, style and fashion. They also
form a new petite bourgeoisie, gaining wealth, prestige and status on the basis
of networking and such “expertise” rather than through education, achieve-
ment or inheritance. The application of such concepts and ideas to the current
world of designer fashion and celebrity culture is clear to see and studied
more fully in the last chapter. Bourdieu’s views on fashion, however, can be
summarised thus:

Fashion is the latest fashion, the latest difference. An emblem of
class (in all senses) withers once it loses its distinctive power. When the
miniskirt reaches the mining village of northern France, it’s time to
start again.

(Bourdieu, 1993: 135)

The economic perspective on the development of fashion, then, emphasises the
importance of fashion as a signifier of status and rank in society. Its near
relentless emphasis upon social class is often overly simplistic, determinist and
one-dimensional as an analysis of more complex phenomena, particularly in
terms of the meanings of fashion goods and more individual variations –

regarding something as “a bit of old tat” is about far more than class or
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economics, and exposes the often seemingly inexplicable forces of fashion to
render something as de rigueur one day and abominable the next. It does,
however, crucially highlight the significance of fashion as a symbolic phenom-
enon or, more widely, as a marker of individuality and difference particularly
in modern western societies.

The psychological perspective (fashion as communication)

The psychological perspective on the development of fashion starts with
an acceptance of this premise that dress is not merely a matter of utility or
practicality. It is, more importantly, seen as a psychological code or device for
displaying individual identity or personality. There is, in similarity to eco-
nomic theory, some commonsense to this as there is little explanation, other
than individual idiosyncrasy and personality, as to why we like or dislike
certain styles, colours or designs and choose to don one costume rather
than another when there are several appropriate to the occasion. In addition,
though, the psychological perspective also often involves a form of function-
alism exemplified in the forerunning work of Charles Flügel who, in The
Psychology of Clothes (1930), developed an analysis of what he saw as the
three of the most primary functions of fashion or dress: protection, modesty
and display.

Flügel’s key work simply entitled The Psychology of Clothes is an attempt
to document the psychological – and often social – importance of dress and
adornment (Flügel, 1930). Written in the late 1920s it inevitably feels rather
dated but given its emphasis upon universal fundamentals of fashion and dress
its relevance is more timeless. Flügel is very much concerned to establish a
kind of “bottom line” of fashion, often reducing it to a series of lists and
functions that add up to something approaching the universal laws of dress
and adornment. It is perhaps this attempt at universality which accounts for its
on-going significance. At the core of this are the three main “functions” of
fashion: decoration, modesty and protection. Decoration most simply relates
to clothing as display or what one might call the signifying or symbolic
dimension of fashion. Modesty roughly equates with the near universal prohi-
bition of bodily nakedness such as exposure of the genitals, although how this
works in practice varies considerably from culture to culture and from one
time period to another. The third function of protection relates to the ways in
which clothing protects the body and or skin from pain or harm. The three
elements are then unpacked at length and in detail according to his attempt to
document a set of universal principles that are in turn dependent upon his
dissemination of the prevailing anthropological and psychological literatures at
the time. Of these the simplest is protection – clothing and other forms of
adornment often perform the function of keeping people warm or cool, pro-
tecting the skin, or providing a more specific use such as prevention of harm
through armour or specialist uniforms. Flügel however rather confuses this
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with far more complex issues to do with the more symbolic nature of fashion
and dress, such as the attempt to ward off evil spirits or to avoid provocation
of desire. He also tends to construct chapters around inordinate lists and
categories, some of which are clearer and more useful than others. His listing
of the “purposive aspects” or rather functions of decoration is typical – he
usefully elucidates the importance of clothing as a signifier of sexuality and
status whilst at the same time confusing this with other levels of functionality
such as carrying essential items. The emphasis upon display here whether
in relation to sexuality – genital or fetishised – or status of whatever kind –

national, occupational or monetary – is clearly key to any analysis of fash-
ion and dress. Conversely, his attempt to document the variable dimensions
of modesty seems both clumsy and confused, juxtaposing questions of sub-
jective motivation, or psychological reasons why such prohibitions may exist,
with observation of the wider social and or sexual variations in how it
is practised.

Arguably, Flügel’s supposed “psychology” of clothing is also something of a
misnomer for a more functionalist theory of dress. His analysis of fashion as a
phenomenon of social change and taste in particular is peculiarly sparse. This
is for the most part limited to what he calls the “evolution” of fashion which
clearly implies a linearity and progression often rejected in many other ana-
lyses including Simmel’s outlined earlier. Conversely, his documentation of the
purposes of dress, whether individual or social, is immense and detailed. In
addition, later chapters on what he calls the “ethics” of dress tend to collapse
into more personal judgements on what is appropriate in dress. Key within
this is his use of Freudian psychoanalytic theory, particularly that relating to
Freud’s concepts of the pleasure principle and the reality principle, to make
wider more social points. Freud did not study dress but postulated the theory
that people unconsciously avoid that which feels painful or invokes suffering
whilst seeking to gratify their more basic needs – the pleasure principle
expressed through the id – whilst also feeling a need to control and regulate
such desires – the ego or reality principle. Flügel’s adoption, or even adapta-
tion, of this idea to dress comes through his recognition of clothing’s more
sensory importance or the sense in which it may feel nice, or nasty, to wear
and arouses desire, or not, in the wearer or observer. Given the heavy
emphasis often placed upon the visual dimensions of fashion, for Flügel in the
significance of decoration this more sensory importance is often lost in many
analyses of fashion past and present, and it is unfortunate that it has not been
developed further in more contemporary work with some exceptions (Johnson
and Foster, 2007). Another almost wisp-like factor raised by Flügel is the
future of fashion where, at the very end of his analysis, he postulates: “the
possibility that dress is, after all, destined to be but an episode in the history of
humanity”, hinting that society may evolve beyond the need for fashion at all
(Flügel, 1930: 238). This is an intriguing idea rarely considered elsewhere
despite the immense and rapid changes in dress and fashion during the
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twentieth century. Later theorists have since criticised the simplicity of Flügel’s
analysis and also the implicit ethnocentrism and sexism in his interpretations
(Barnard, 1996; Barnes and Eicher, 1992; Eicher, 1995). The internal contra-
dictions of such interpretations were also exposed through the work of
another classical theorist of fashion, James Laver.

It is debatable as to whether James Laver can truly be called a theorist of
fashion. He is, however, one of most renowned of twentieth-century costume
historians in the UK, particularly following his extensive work with the
Victoria and Albert Museum in London starting in 1922, where he worked as
a keeper until his retirement in 1959. During that time, he published many
articles and books but his writings on fashion did not really begin until the
1930s. Despite his prolific output, little of his work, whilst often constituting
significant, interesting and detailed costume history, can be said to construct a
theory of fashion. One of his most popular works Costume and Fashion
forms a primary example of his approach – a simple chronology of what
people wear and have worn across time and space from Ancient Egypt to
Edwardian England, and covering the rise and fall of Spanish and French
fashion along the way, drawing on sources as diverse as fashion plates, art,
carvings, letters, journals and fiction (Laver, 1982). Whilst often entertaining
and wryly observed, the primary emphasis is descriptive rather than analytical
and there is almost no attempt to problematise the reliability or validity of the
sources used.

His more theoretically informed work on fashion, simply entitled Taste
and Fashion, is more focused, narrowing its canvas to mostly northern
European if not English fashion during the 150 year period from 1789 to
1939, originally published in 1937 and revised in 1945. His analysis still
slides rather uneasily between addressing key themes such as romanticism
and nature or aestheticism, and women’s independence and case studies of
particular garments or aspects of dress such as crinolines, the bustle or
sportswear. He constantly remarks on the tensions between functionality and
decoration or the differences between women’s dress and men’s but it is not
until his concluding chapter that any wider theory really emerges. Here
he asserts:

Every age has enjoyed what luxury it could, and the degree of its luxury
has been, almost always, the measure of its civilization.

(Laver, 1945: 196)

He then proceeds to analyse the contradictory nature of fashion given its
tendency to both protect and assert the individual self and to consistently act
as “the mirror of the soul” whilst constantly changing (Laver, 1945: 198). His
sense of both the endless mutations of fashion and its importance as decora-
tion leads him into an analysis of taste that in some ways foreruns the work of
Bourdieu many years later. In particular, through what has sometimes come to
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be called “Laver’s Law” he documents how the same costume is perceived in
different ways through time, seeing it as:

Indecent ten years before its time
Shameless five years before its time
Daring one year before its time
Smart now
Dowdy one year after its time
Hideous ten years after its time
Ridiculous 20 years after its time
Amusing 30 years after its time
Quaint 50 years after its time
Charming 70 years after its time
Romantic 100 years after its time
Beautiful 150 years after its time

Whilst most people would recognise the tendency of various fashions to
change meaning through time and to gradually gain a more nostalgic appeal
from a distance, the variation in perceptions of different items – for example,
women’s skirts which now vary so enormously as to rarely be wholly accep-
table or unacceptable at any one time, or men’s suits which conversely only
lose dignity when taken to particular extremes (overly shiny, overly tight,
overly bright, etc.) – let alone differences according to context, rank, status,
gender or race are rather missed. At the same time his comparison with inter-
ior design is more than apt and his recognition that fashion is “in short, the
very spearhead of taste” is paradoxically well ahead of its own time (Laver,
1945: 211). However, Laver still struggles to grasp the essential nettles of his
subject to develop a stronger argument concluding, rather glibly, that fashion
seems to be a reflection of life itself.

The same rather contradictory tendency is present in the last of his more
major works on fashion entitled Dress: How and Why Fashions in Men’s and
Women’s Clothes Have Changed During the Past Two Hundred Years
(Laver, 1950). Here he takes Flügel’s tripartite model of analysis considering
dress in terms of modesty, protection and display and attempts to turn this
into something approaching a fundamental law rather than its original sig-
nificance as a loose adaptation of Freudian psychoanalysis. He returns also to
the theory of shifting erogenous zones, first mentioned in his work on taste,
welding it to three further principles of seduction, hierarchy and utility in
relation to dress. Laver’s concept of the shifting erogenous zone is one of
his most famous but least developed theories. In essence, he argues that
fashion, in its connection with sexuality whether through modesty or decora-
tion, also tends to reveal or conceal, hide or display, a particular part of the
body such as the neck, ankle, bosom or buttocks, an emphasis that also
“shifts” as fashions themselves change. Thus more romantic fashions in the
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early nineteenth century tended to bare, and therefore emphasise, women’s
necks whilst in later Victorian times the tendency to cover up completely
lent an eroticism to the display of merely an ankle. Similarly, in the late
twentieth century, the ubiquitous emphasis on tight fitting jeans for both sexes
tends to emphasize the buttocks. Laver extends this idea further to assert that there
are three principles of clothing – the seduction or attraction principle where
clothing is designed to attract the opposite sex (seen as the primary mechanism
in women’s dress), the hierarchical or status-related principle where clothing is
used to signify rank or standing (see as the primary mechanism in men’s
dress), and the self-explanatory utility or practicality principle that he hardly
considers at all. These principles are seen to relate to the need of the human
race to reproduce itself and there is much echo of the evolutionary angles on
fashion advanced by many early theorists of fashion, seeing it as at once a
throwback to, and advancement from, primitive or savage cultures. Apart
from any accusation of xenophobia or racism, the more fundamental problem
here is the assertion of a completely unproven set of human needs. This rather
essentialist emphasis is particularly problematic in relation to any analysis of
fashion. Fashion, in its emphasis on artifice, acting out and dressing up and in
its ever changing, mutating cultural relativity is perhaps one of the most
socially constructed of phenomena one could consider, and is not easily
reduced to fundamental needs of any kind. This tendency to reduce fashion to
a series of untested foundations in early theories on fashion has much to do
with the legacy of both Darwinian theory and the exponential rise of psycho-
analysis, the former asserting a biological imperative and the latter a psycho-
logical one. Carter’s careful consideration of fashion theories of the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries tends to highlight this both more
generally and in relation to the work of Laver where he asserts: “It is this
‘rear-view’ perspective on the tradition that is, in part, responsible for the
inability of Laver’s thought to develop” (Carter, 2003: 136). Much the same
could be said of many early theories of fashion as they are products of their
time rendered increasingly anachronistic by the enormity and pace of many
developments in the twentieth century.

Given the clear limitations of these perspectives, it is perhaps surprising
that so much mileage is still made out of such psychological theories of
fashion. The reason for this lies in the secondary invocation, and constant
reinvention, of an unconscious self in relation to fashion. Thus, a more con-
troversial question concerns the notion of an unknown expression through
dress, a thesis invoked in Alison Lurie’s study of The Language of Clothes
(1981). She starts:

Long before I am near enough to talk to you on the street, in a meeting,
or at a party, you announce your sex, age and class to me through what
you are wearing – and very possibly give me important information
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(or misinformation) as to your occupation, origin, personality, opinions,
tastes, sexual desires and current mood.

(Lurie, 1981: 3)

This statement then sets up the framework for the whole of the analysis that
follows, an assumption that “the clothes maketh the person” and must signify
something, if not everything, that constitutes them. Whilst there is some evi-
dence for the notion that we dress to display ourselves and our personalities,
there is also a constant sense of slithering into essentialism that undermines
this argument – the idea that a piece of clothing or adornment must necessarily
and intrinsically mean something or, more insidiously, reveal something of our
true selves. This sense of lurking unconscious drives that we cannot necessarily
control ourselves, or even know, yet which give off signals to outsiders, is never
very far away in Lurie’s detailed discussion of how fashion reflects youth,
age, time, space, opinion, personality and sexuality. She even analyses, using
physiological evidence, the significance and effects of colour. It is also often a
seductive analysis as she writes fluently and perceptively. For example, she
highlights how many more casual styles of contemporary culture rely on phy-
sical perfection with effects that undermine more traditional notions
of masculinity:

The unathletic white-collar male who affects such styles, however, is
taking a risk: presently, he may find himself looking remarkably feeble
and podgy in his tight designer jeans and sport shirt while he (and if he is
really unlucky, his girl-friend) wait for some trim, well-built auto-mechanic
to diagnose his engine trouble.

(Lurie, 1981: 142)

Her ability to bulldoze the pretence of fashion and expose the strong sense of
unease that underlies it is unquestionable, but it remains a problematic analy-
sis on two primary counts. In the first instance, the emphasis on essentialist
notions of dress, whilst not intrinsically disastrous, leads to an undermining
of the contradiction, play and complicity that make up the interpretation of
dress; and second, the stress on individual personality exposes a seriously
asocial level to her analysis that underestimates the importance of wider eco-
nomic or political implications. Her approach to punk, whilst novel, is a
primary example. She writes: “At the same time, other aspects of the Punk
Look appealed not only for attention, but for the love and care that we give to
very small children, especially injured ones” (Lurie, 1981: 163). Safety pins and
tufts of hair are a particular target here, whilst the far wider aspects of punk,
if contentious, are left out completely. Wilson (1985) has called this intense
attention to personality a kind of “psycho-functionalism” as it ultimately
asserts that clothes perform functions of fulfilling psychological and intrinsic
needs.
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The tendency of many more psychological studies of fashion to impute an
essential self is explicated most directly, and indeed has some of its origins in,
Edward Sapir’s short essay on fashion published in the Encyclopaedia of the
Social Sciences in the early 1930s (Sapir, 1931). In a somewhat bad tempered
and polemical piece, Sapir asserts that there are “fundamental drives” (140) or
what he later calls “psychological laws” (143) of fashion. In modern society he
argues the strongest of these is boredom “powerfully reinforced by a ceaseless
desire to add to the attractiveness of the self and all other objects of love and
friendship” (140). A second factor here, strongly linked to Simmel’s analysis
outlined earlier, is “the more vulgar desire for prestige or notoriety” (130). He
then goes on to locate rather wider historical factors in the formation of
modern fashion, setting up a tension between more essentialist, or driven and
unconscious, and more constructed, or culturally relative and dynamic, ele-
ments in his analysis. However, this tension is clearly of little concern to him,
at least when discussing the tendency to equate fashion with women and
femininity rather than men and masculinity as in some preceding periods,
arguing “Whether biology or history is primarily responsible for this need not
be decided” (142). Such dismissals tend to perpetuate the strong sense of con-
tradiction of such analyses with another common, or even primary, conception
of fashion, namely that it is dressing up, acting out (a masquerade), playing at
something not real at all, fooling or even tricking the onlooker. Such an
approach implies that fashion, far from revealing truths, manipulates or even
conceals them, whether consciously or unconsciously it makes little difference.
What unites these apparently opposed perspectives, however, is the invocation
of an essential self, whether revealed or concealed and with or without conscious
intention. The stronger contrast here is with the concept of performance – the
idea that fashion is always somehow play-acting, that it cannot tell truths –

dressing is de facto dressing up. Such ideas often inform more postmodern
theories that we will consider shortly.

Another key dimension of much psychological work on fashion is that it
sees clothing, dress and adornment as forms of communication. For example,
Alison Lurie states “we can lie in the language of dress, or try to tell
the truth; but unless we are naked and bad it is impossible to be silent”
(Lurie, 1981: 261).

Whilst such an analysis can easily lead to crude invocations of essentialism
it can also form the foundation for a more semiotic analysis of dress. The
analysis of the semiotics of dress and appearance is what inspires Roland
Barthes’s famous study of The Fashion System (1985). The fashion system
is not, as one might assume, an economic or social system, rather “fashion is
entirely a system of signs” (Barthes, 1985: 244). Barthes’ path-breaking analysis
contrasts “written clothing”, or fashion as linguistic text, with the convention
of “image clothing”, or fashion as visual representation, neither of which is
“real” clothing in the sense of the clothes we actually wear. Within this there
is a series of “shifters’ or linguistic devices that cause a transfer of meaning
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from one fashion system to another. This is an important set of insights that
have had much influence over the analysis of fashion since. In particular,
Barthes’ work sets up many of the parameters for studies of fashion and dress
within cultural studies that have developed since. However, it also tends to
define its limits and pitfalls, as what ensues is an intense and serious analysis
of the semiotics of fashion, so complex it is difficult for many to decipher and
so conceptually advanced it removes fashion almost entirely from its more
economic or political, if not more sociolinguistic, context. Ultimately The
Fashion System can be said to constitute a study of semiotic methodology
rather than an analysis of the full complexity of the production and
consumption of fashion.

Joanne Finkelstein in The Fashioned Self has produced what is at once a
more complete psychologically driven analysis of fashion, and its most severe
critique (Finkelstein, 1991). Her central concern is with the conflation of
reality and appearance through fashion leading on to the perpetuation of a
myth that appearances “mean something” and are constitutive of character or
personality. She focuses on the increasing concern with physique, fashion and
appearance in the twentieth century, saying:

This suggests that the perpetual conspiracy which allows the artificial
complexion and body shape to be seen as a natural representation of
character, and the fashioned styles of beauty to be accepted as expression
of human sensibility, remains as convincing as ever.

(Finkelstein, 1991: 3)

In so doing, she runs contrary to Lurie’s analysis of visual linguistics
in asserting forcefully that “the self has become a mass-produced, market
product; buy this in order to be that” (Finkelstein, 1991: 172). The book is
structured into three parts: the first considering the relationship of physiog-
nomy and psychology within historical and more contemporary frameworks,
the second conducting an analysis through case studies such as the face lift or
the neck tie, and the third analysing the overall relationship between fashion,
society and the self. Underlying this is a severe critique of fashion as commu-
nication thesis, not simply because that communication breaks down but
because we assume, wrongly in her opinion, that fashion communicates at all
and in particular that it communicates the self. Consequently she argues:

Fashion has become a major source of personal identification; in effect,
this has meant that we have learned to value the image of how we appear
to be, how we are styled. This is fashioned self.

(Finkelstein, 1991: 146)

She repeatedly returns to the role of the fashion industry, the media and the
market in reproducing and reinforcing this sense of appearance as identity and
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